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Congratulations!
Welcome to our third issue of the
National OPD Newsletter. So far
your feedback has been very favourable so I hope that it continues
to reflect the OPD news & issues
that you want to see reported upon.
We start this issue by congratulating our New National President,
Tony Thornton, & we wish him well
in his new role to lead the Society
forward.
Whilst we brace ourselves to keep
warm this winter, let us be reminded of our Twinned sisters &
brothers who continue to go without the basic necessities in life,
such as: heating, education, sufficient food, medical treatment &
supplies, clean water, shelter & latrines. The projects that you support may seem as simple as providing a goat bank to a family, yet the
life-giving potential for them is
huge. Every project helps our
Twins in their development, to become self-sufficient & to help break
the poverty cycle. There are many
wonderful projects being supported
that can be read on the 2nd page.
We would like to thank the OPD

Welcoming Vincentians in PNG

Chittagong Housing Project, Bangladesh

Officers & members from
Western Australia & Queensland, who have graciously
hosted us during our first two
Roadshows this year. The
Roadshows have proven to be
very fruitful & productive,
achieving what we (NOW
group) had hoped to, this is:
communication, sharing ideas,
learning from each other, fellowship, networking, training
& filling in any knowledge
gaps, understanding, coaching,
gaining feedback on programs
& supporting one another.
There is such great diversity of
experiences in OPD issues
among our members & it is inspiring to experience the passion of our members on OPD.
We look forward to our next
Roadshow to be held in NSW
in July!

National Council Office
St Vincent de Paul Society Australia
PO Box 243, Deakin West, ACT 2600.
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Panasco VII Update
There is now regular correspondence with all of the Panasco countries; most have nominated a review coordinator to work with our
post-Panasco-VII group. This group
works as a team, ensuring that all
representatives have a voice & role
to play in achieving the outcomes
from Panasco VII. Feedback & ideas
are sought from all, for the summation of the resolutions.
Many current projects being submitted from our Twins reflect the
Panasco VII outcomes for projects,
so good leeway has already been
made! We hope that by the next
Panasco VIII, to be held in Malaysia, that each Panasco country will
have adopted at least one project
reflecting the resolutions.

Ph: 02 6202 1200 Fax: 02 6285 0159
www.vinnies.org.au
Email: Danusiak@svdpnatcl.org.au

Current Projects
A sewing machine project in
Mendi, & a project for raising
pigs, in PNG has been submitted.
Following our visit to Cochin
City in Kerala State, India last
year, several very worthwhile
projects have been proposed
that will help the people particularly affected by the tsunami. These projects are: A
youth animation centre, drinking water projects & a tailoring
machine distribution project.
A more detailed write up about
these projects is on pages 5 & 6
of this newsletter.
At the Mt Hagen Diocese in
PNG, a project for latrine & water tanks for an institution providing education & community
based rehabilitation for disabled youth has been proposed.

The 40 disabled children currently have no latrine to use,
resorting to a hole in the
ground. This project is a special
project as it is of the value of
AUD$31, 677, so needs further
approval from the NOW group.
A Self Help project for building
houses, has been submitted, to
improve the living standard &
to develop the culture of saving
money for better use, for the
people of Banz parish, in Mt
Hagen. The parish priest, the
pastoral team & local carpenters will be contributing to this
project.

A project for growing vegetables in the dry season in
Thailand has been proposed. During the dry season the farmers lack water
for plantation, so they need
to dig the well for their
vegetable farms. This project value is AUD$1,100 &
the local Conference is also
supporting it by contributing funds towards it.

A project from Fiji has
been submitted to improve children‟s ability to
eat fresh snacks & lunch
provided by the mother‟s
club at the Vanuakula
School canteen. This proA project has been submitted to
ject is valued at
assist a place housing terminally ill people with HIV/AIDS AUD$2,000. The building
with louvers frames, glass
already exists for the canblades & mattresses in PNG.
teen.
This project value is AUD$580.

More Projects
A project to start & assist with poultry, piggery
& vegetable farming, as well as a trade store
has been proposed in the Kundiawa Diocese in
PNG. These farms & store will help the conference members to support the caring of patients
with HIV/AIDS, lonely & poor families, as well
as the disabled. The sale of the items will also
create an income which will be used to assist
those in need. This is a self sustaining project
that will also give the members & others that
help, the knowledge of farming & also book
keeping. This project is a true example of giving the fishing rod to those in development, to
teach them to fish, rather than just giving them
the fish.
A project has been submitted to purchase musical instruments & pig food for a Youth conference in Kundiawa. The pig food will keep
the pig farm operational. The sale of the adult

pigs will assist in helping those in need & the
piglets will keep the farm operational, making
this a self sustaining project. Music plays a major part in the lives of the Youth within PNG.
Their voices are heard in the Church & in the
villages. They encourage other children to sing
with them, which assists in keeping them off
the streets & out of trouble. This project value
is AUD$465.
A project has been proposed for bedding &
cooking utensils for a house where orphans of
HIV/AIDS live. Due to parental deaths from
HIV/AIDS, many children are being housed in
a building behind the Church. The area in
which they live can be very cold, & at the moment the children are sleeping on the ground
with minimal covering. This project is to purchase mattresses, bedding & cooking utensils
for the children. The Conference members will
prepare the food & look after the children. This
project is valued at AUD$761.
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News from PNG by Jerry McAuliffe, QLD
Below is a scanned copy of
the original letter that Sister Elizabeth, a Franciscan
Sister of Mary, from
Mendi, in the Southern
Highlands of PNG, gave to
Jerry. This letter kick
started the small project
that the QOPDC eventually
funded.

I would like to speak a little
about the “grass roots” school I
run in Mendi. It is a school for
women who usually train for
two years. When Bishop Steve
was here he usually gave them
a sewing machine before they
went back to their village. He
also gave Kina 70 to each participant, and for this, Bishop
Steve
would help
me out
with Kina
400. Now
we don‟t
have a
Bishop so I
am asking
St Vincent
de Paul to
help me
out with
Kina 400. I
am only
asking.
That‟s it
and thank
you for listening.
Love and
Prayers,
Sister
Elizabeth.

Translated the letter means:
Peace and all good.

(When Sister adds
“mi askim
tasol” to
hear letter,
it is a humble way in
Pidgin to
say I am
only asking—if you cannot help, then I
understand). Bishop Steve was
recently installed Archbishop
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of Madang. Mendi is waiting
for a new Bishop to be appointed.
The Franciscan Sisters of Mary
are a local Order of Nuns
founded by a previous Bishop
of the Mendi Diocese. They are
all Papua New Guineans, there
are no outsiders in the Order.
Being a local Order, they do
not have the support from
other countries of larger religious congregations, such as
the SVD‟s, MSC‟s, CM‟s, Marists etc. They live very frugally
and do great work in the Diocese. I always lean to helping
the local religious if possible as
I know from experience that
they have a hard time getting
money together for their work.
They are a really happy lot and
very inspiring. They number
about 35, including postulants.
The course that Sister Elizabeth runs, teaches village
women how to sew, cook,
budget etc, before they go back
to their villages and pass on
their skills. It is really worthwhile and well thought of by
Bishop Steve, the former
Bishop. QOPDC has sent sewing machines, bolts of material,
cooking utensils etc to Mendi.
Sister‟s school has been the recipient of some of this help and
she is very grateful.

(Continued on page 4)

News from PNG continued...

Here are two photos from a
PNG member showing pigs & a
garden that depict some project proposals. Raising pigs ensures cash money is on hand to
pay for larger ticket items, such
as education. The gardens are
called „food gardens‟, as it provides food for the family.

This photo was taken by Jerry on a recent trip to PNG, on
the main highway Mt Hagen to Wabag. The blue bus has just
overtaken his bus & is now attempting to overtake the bus
in front, despite the upcoming corner. This area is very
mountainous where the road drops away to the valleys below. The buses are always overloaded too, 15 passenger capacity usually equates to 20, plus the usual food bags, live
chickens and pigs. Therefore, travel for the locals is very
treacherous.

This is a typical house in PNG.
The traditional roof structures,
made from grass, need to be replaced every 7 years to hold out
the weather. The man in the centre is John, a Vincentian.
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Letters from Cochin City, India
The Central Council board is
visiting conferences under
each area council on every
Sunday. This is found to be
very useful to make an effective
interaction directly with all the
members of Conferences. We
come across problems prevailing under the jurisdictions of
each Conference and try to find
a solution to the best of our
ability. Some are comparatively outside our limit. For example, the following case: As
part of rehabilitation under the
Tsunami scheme, our Bishop
had handpicked one or two
very poor families who had no
roof over their head, from each
parish under the diocese, and
rehabilitated them in a Colony
in a village area. There are 65
families in this settlement. It is
a great blessing that they now
have nice houses to live in. But,
all these families are below the
poverty line and without any
source of income for a living.
Most of them are widows with
one or two children. There are
no earning members in the
majority of the families. Many
are sick too. Before shifting to
this place, they were finding
means for survival from their
respective local areas either by
way of charity or doing odd
jobs in their neighbourhood.
But now they are away from
their home village, they are like
fish out of water. One or two of
our conferences in the area
cannot afford to take all of
them as Adopted Families. So,
during our yesterday‟s visit to
Conferences, I made it a point
to bring the pitiable situation
to the notice of some well-todo Conferences. Many have

offered to support them. At
least 10 families will be taken
as Adopted Families by these
Conferences, over and above
their existing ones. The problem is, that there has to be a
long term strategy for the purpose. Towards this, I am trying
to tap into other institutions
interested in philanthropic activities. A fruitful outcome is
yet to emerge. I brought this
point just for your information
only, to highlight the usefulness of our visits. As a way to
attempt to deal with this situation, the following project proposals have been put forward:
Youth Animation Centre, a
drinking water project, and a
tailoring machine distribution
project.
16th April 2011 from
Cochin Central Council:
Greetings in the name of Bl.
Frederic Ozanam, to you and
all your family members, from
the Vincentian brothers and
sisters of Cochin Central Council.
It was about six months ago
that you had visited Cochin
with a team of five other Vincentians, on your way back
from the Panasco convention
at Goa. I believe you had enjoyed the two day program
here. In regards to our activities in the Cochin Central
Council, we were some busy
with our Vincentian works.
Mainly, we started visiting conferences under the CC—nearly
100 in number, after you left
Cochin. We started the program from the southern
boundary of our jurisdiction.
Poonkavu Area Council is lo5/8

cated at this part of the diocese. As you may have noticed ,
Poonkavu is quite an underdeveloped village where no modern facilities exist. Even there
are no proper roads or public
transportation. The majority of
the people are poor.
Mother Theresa Conference
(SRN 16934) is functioning in
this area. There are no facilities
for the teenagers and youth of
this area for reading and recreation. In the absence of
proper guidance from the elders, the youth end up becoming
addicts for alcoholism or
drugs. Keeping this in view, the
Conference wishes to introduce
some recreational facilities to
attract the youth. A library and
reading room with some play
materials, are envisaged in
their proposal for a youth animation centre. In the library
there would be books and literature on spirituality. A Bible
class will be conduced in this
centre weekly. Support from
the President and Conference
members will be there for the
youth and we hope that the
youth will join the Society and
get involved in its activities
over time.
Another essential project,
comes from Fatima Matha,
Kuthirakoor Kari (SRN 814)
who is twinned with St. Joseph‟s conference in Gunnedah. Here the conference
works on a small island surrounded by salt water. The
ground water cannot be used.
Drinking water has to be hand
carried from very distant
places. There are no good
roads on this island as well.

„Continue from Page 5:

In this circumstance, SSVDP,
as a charitable association,
may have to come forward to
do something to reach drinking water—the most essential
commodity for human survival. We propose to put up a
Conference level project for
Drinking Water in this case.

Maximum efforts would be
taken to restrict the amounts
within the prescribed limits
for the Australian Council. But
you see, we have to take the
inflation element in project
cost, that is why the limits are
crossing marginally, please
bear with us. I think I have
written too much, but that was
necessary to give you a fair
picture of the matter. I am
confident that you would be
glad to come to our help. I
convey the best wishes from
the National Council. May
God Bless you all for the generosity & good hearts you have
for the down-trodden. Here,
we are keeping good health &
spirit & hope the same to be
with you all there!

Another case is pertaining to
St. Sebastian‟s, Ezhupunna
(SRN 799) who Australian
Twin is St. Joseph conference
in Quirindi. We had visited a
Conference in Ezhupunna
area also during your tour.
That was St Francis Xavier
Conference where we met
some youngsters in a Church.
There are a good number of
unemployed ladies in this
area. St Sebastian's is running a tailoring class & scores
of girls & ladies are trained in
tailoring. They can earn some
money for their family, if
they are provided with a sewing machine & a cutting table. The identified poor families for the project are not in
a position to procure the
above items of their own.
Photos taken during our visit to
I believe you would appreciate Cochin City in 2010, of the Conthe bonafides of the above de- ferences in Ezhupunna.
serving cases. Certainly we do
appreciate your constraints as
well. We are thankful to you
for the maximum number of
Twining grants being supported by the Australian
Council, at an enhanced rate.
But for your grants, I am apprehensive of the survival of a
“...When we dream
number of our poor Conferences. However, I would realone it remains only
quest you to help us with a
a dream, when we
few projects that are to be put dream together it is
up soon after our visit prothe beginning of realgram.

ity”. Helder Camara.
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Photos from
Pakistan
Projects (below)

Fr Robert McCulloch with very
happy recipients of the newly built
houses. Notice the solar panel—
this is the first time they will have
electricity!

Letter from the National Council of
the Philippines, to
the Aust National
Council, April
2011.
The Twinning Program between your Council & our
Council over the past years
has been a very significant
source of assistance for great
numbers of poor in the Philippines. Needless to say perhaps
our poor Conferences twinned
with you, would not have
been able to serve the material
needs of the poorest of the
poor under their care especially this time that our country is going through a poverty
crisis, where, if not for your
untiring support and assistance.
I regret that some of you
seemed not to have received
acknowledgements from your
twinned partner by at least
thanking you for your very important assistance to them. As
the new National President, I
can only promise that from
here on, we will be more diligent in reminding and assisting our Conferences, especially those who are in far
flung areas with limited modern technology and suffer
from language deficiency, so
that there will be constant
communication with you.
Our best wishes to you all and
thank you as we emphasize
the great help and assistance
you are doing to our many
poor. God Bless for your forbearance, National President
of the Philippines.

Letter to the Presidents of all the
Central Councils
in India, from the
National Twinning
Officer of India,
April 2011.
It is a matter of great concern
to all of us working at the National Council level to observe
the annoyance of our various
Overseas twinning partners
pertaining to the problem of
Lack of Correspondence by
our twinned conference. From
various correspondences

received from them it is clear
that if timely action is not
taken now there is a distinct
possibility that some of the
Conferences may lose their
twinning, as a result of which
the poor and needy will be
badly hit. You will therefore
appreciate that this state of
affairs cannot be allowed to
continue at the Conference. I
have therefore to request you
to conduct an investigation to
give us the information as
called for.
I have to request that you
tackle this problem on an urgency basis by affording your
personal attention to this matter. God Bless, the Indian National Twinning Officer.

Vincentian International Partnership
Excerpt taken from SA OPD Newsletter, July 2010.
The Society is part of a worldwide family & faith community. Our mission is to love our neighbours wherever
they may be. It does not stop at borders. This Vincentian
action helps to develop worldwide solidarity & mutual
understanding. It encourages the establishment of justice & so leads to the alleviation of poverty.
Twinning Partnerships are based on a shared commitment to God & the poor, & with mutual respect. We support their work. We support their community self help
projects. We do not impose OUR projects, OUR standards, OUR opinions on them. Partnership involves
knowing our place. It means reminding ourselves that
some roles are not ours to play & many decisions are
not ours to make. We are encouraging our partners to
do it for themselves. The privilege of partnership enables us to share with other communities their endeavours and ours as we together creatively explore the
shame our societies will take under God. Their diversity, creatively & ingenuity cannot be predicted & will
continually surprise us. Sometimes it challenges &
alarms us.
We know that when we are challenged we learn; we gain
new understanding. And that’s all good.
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Quarterly Figures
Q2, 2011 Figures per Sponsor Country
Received in
Q2, 2011

Twinning
Rec’d out of
this total

$159308.00

$115280.00

$13243.00

-

-

$80.00

$80.00

-

-

-

Indonesia

$27265.00

$23520.00

-

-

-

Myanmar

$12630.00

$5680.00

-

-

-

Bangladesh

$4830.00

$4080.00

-

-

-

Philippines

$29849.00

$19840.00

$1869.00

-

-

Thailand

$18995.00

$10320.00

$6800.00

305

-

Vanuatu

$920.00

$720.00

-

-

-

$4631.00

$1440.00

$8013.00

-

-

$80.00

$80.00

-

-

-

Fiji

$1840.00

$1840.00

-

-

-

PNG

$6340.00

$1040.00

$4700.00

-

-

Country
India
Kiribati

Cambodia
East Caroline

Projects
paid out of
this

AAS Students
Sponsored

Q2, 2011 for OPD per State/Territory

Disaster
Funds Received

TOTAL

Sent in

State

Q2, 2011

Projects

Twinning
Sent in Q2

sponsored
in Q2

AAS donors
to date

Disaster
Funds Sent

ACT

$8560.00

$8160.00

-

9

$697.40 (NZ)

NT

$1050.00

$800.00

-

-

-

NSW

$84,567.00

$74320.00

$5407.00

95

-

QLD

$47,178.00

$31120.00

$7848.00

91

-

SA

$17,140.00

$11360.00

$3830.00

6

-

TAS

$3075.00

$2800.00

-

5

-

VIC

$84,224.00

$43600.00

$8694.00

100

$20,092.00

WA

$19,134.00

$10080.00

$2814.00

12

-

TOTAL

NOTE: Japan and New Zealand have received $20,000.00 AUD in disaster funds to date from
National Council

The Q2 total funds sent also include Council to Council grants and Easter/Christmas
grants and funds
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